DRONE
"A state of the nation address from a frayed electronic mind flying high above that
nation and looking for a place to hit." ★★★★ The Scotsman

The Show
Drone is a live jam of sound, visuals and poetic storytelling. Telling the fragmented
story of a military drone’s lives and fears, Drone imagines her as part weapons system,
part office worker, part tense background hum. Live sound and spoken word entangle
like human and machine, environment and technology, noise and sense. The bleak
humour and tender fury of Drone sees the unmanned aerial vehicle as the technology
of a neurotic century, surveilled and surveilling, asking how anxious bodies can live as
part of systems of astonishing destruction.
Originally conceived by the Forward-shortlisted poet Harry Josephine Giles, Drone is a
multimedia collaboration with international sound artist Neil Simpson (Buffalo buffalo
buffalo Buffalo buffalo) and digital artist Jamie Wardrop (Beats, The Dwelling Place).
The performance is mixed new every night, a live cabaret band of three artists in three
different media. Drone was first performed at Summerhall in the 2015 Edinburgh
Fringe, was supported for further development by Creative Scotland in winter 2017,
and is touring Scotland in spring-summer 2019 as the culmination of the creative work.
Video: A full performance at an industry sharing can be watched at
https://vimeo.com/247778033/fd6c3f5a87

Technical Specifications
WE USE:

WE NEED:

2 LCD Monitors
Laptop
Midi Controller
J/GA Junction Box
2 Thunderbolt to UGA Adaptors
6 x 50m VGA Cables Webcam
Projector
Projector Screen
Roland Juno 6
1 SM58 Vocal Mic
1 long XLR to XLR cable
1 Parrot Mini Drone
1 Zoom Mic
1 Phonos to Jack Cable
Line 6 Echo Park
Moog Midi Must
Yamaha e1010
FMR compressor
Moog Weskstatt
Arturia Microbrute
Amazon Five Tablet
Mackie Mix 8 and Power supply
4 Long 1/4 inch jack leads
4 Short 1/4 inch jack patch leads
2 Phono to Jack
1 Phono to Mini Jack
3 CV Patch Leads

If our projector is on stage: 7m x 7m
If our projector is on the rig: 4m x 7m
10 power points on four ways.
A day to get in to the space.
Access to the technician’s box. If this is not
available we need one large table with a
height of 150cm.
1 weighted microphone stand
1 high stool
1 side table

Contact
harry@harrygiles.org
(+44)7766191817
372B/8 Easter Rd, Edinburgh, Scotland, EH6 8LQ
www.harrygiles.org

